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Lab Exercise 

 

(i) Accessing sensor's data 

(ii) Calibrating the sensor 

(iii) Loading calibration file 

(iv) Oblu as a wearable tracking device (optional) 

Introduction:  

We often find that two different sensors of similar kind of systems do not function in exact 

same way. This is because some errors often crept into the sensors due fabrication process 

variation, age and other ambient conditions. So often some changes are made in the sensors 

output in reference to some golden reference multiplying some gains and adding some biases.    

The process of finding out "biases", "gains" and few other parameters of a sensor, before it 

goes into the circuit, is known as (factory) calibration.  

Calibration process should be very easy as in case of oblu. Oblu is a miniaturized, low cost 

and open source inertial sensor targeted towards wearable motion sensing shoe-sensor 

(Pedestrian Dead Reckoning or PDR sensor) which is highly effective for navigation under a 

heavy tree canopy or in the urban locality surrounded by concrete buildings & trees or inside 

buildings where GPS gets iffy. 

Objective:  

To understand the importance of calibration improves the results of a wearable tracking 

system. 

Group: Each Group will have 3 participants 

Prerequisites: Basics of Electronics & Programming 

Equipment Required: 

1 oblu 

1 Calibration Device 

1 USB cable 

1 Laptop with Anaconda 2.7.13, Python 2.7.13, Pycharm Community Edition & MIMUscope 

preinstalled. (See the reference for instruction) 
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1 Smartphone with Android 5.0 or above 

Tools Required: 

MIMUscope 

Xoblu 

Experiment Problem Statement: Task 1 

Connect oblu to your PC. Open MIMUscope, place oblu on a flat surface and do followings: 

1. Observe and record the “Precision IMU” plot, “Calibration Data” and “Raw Data” of 

all the axes of accelerometer and gyroscopes of all the IMUs. Does the observation 

match your expectation? 

2. Using the calibration device and the python calibration script, calibrate oblu and 

generate the user_calibrationOBLU.h file. Look at the calibration file and guess what 

the significance of each value is. 

3. Load the generated user_calibrationOBLU.h to oblu and record the same as described 

in 1. 

4. Compare the results of oblu both before and after calibration. Do the readings match 

your expectation after calibration?  

Experiment Problem Statement: Task 2 (optional) 

1. Mount oblu to your shoe and connect oblu to Xoblu Android App. 

2. Walk and note all the values of different parameters from Xoblu log file. 

References:  

[1] Please visit the Tutorial TAB under support section in www.oblu.io  and find out more 

about different functionality of MIMUscope. 

a. Prerequisites for the participants. 

b. How to calibrate "oblu" using Python script 

c. How to use "oblu" as a precision IMU 

d. How to analyze data of "oblu's" onboard sensors 

e. How to use MIMUscope for calibrated data 

f. How to apply calibration file to "oblu" using MIMUscope 

g. . How to obtain realtime tracking data w/o map 

h. Explaining MIMUscope's features[optional] 

i. Explaining Xoblu's features[optional] 

[2] Please refer to these two articles on calibration “IoT, Sensors and Calibration - Whats the 

relation?” and “Story of a Shoe-mounted IoT Sensor Calibration”. 

[3] J.O. Nilsson, I. Skog and P. Handel “Aligning the Forces- Eliminating the Misalignments 

in IMU Arrays” IEEE Transaction on Instrumentation and Measurements, pp no. 99  

http://www.oblu.io/
http://www.inertialelements.com/oblu/tutorials/IEEE_IoT_Tutorial_WE.pdf?2067055376271135439
https://www.youtube.com/embed/hcjFDpQnHMk
https://youtu.be/F5K0NTu02ro?list=UUnNFXH6eWwdgAaXInOB7-HQ
https://youtu.be/0V-J-47Bmr0?list=UUnNFXH6eWwdgAaXInOB7-HQ
https://youtu.be/wZh45xbIb_M?list=UUnNFXH6eWwdgAaXInOB7-HQ
https://youtu.be/0Tg-m66GiXA?list=UUnNFXH6eWwdgAaXInOB7-HQ
https://youtu.be/JFGIZ4KD8J8?list=UUnNFXH6eWwdgAaXInOB7-HQ
https://youtu.be/U9ZfSwn1tiQ?list=UUnNFXH6eWwdgAaXInOB7-HQ
https://youtu.be/gTIbe6dKuSY?list=UUnNFXH6eWwdgAaXInOB7-HQ
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/iot-sensors-calibration-whats-relation-amit-k-gupta
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/iot-sensors-calibration-whats-relation-amit-k-gupta
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/story-shoe-mounted-iot-sensor-calibration-amit-k-gupta
https://www.slideshare.net/gt-silicon/inertial-sensor-array-calibration-made-easy
https://www.slideshare.net/gt-silicon/inertial-sensor-array-calibration-made-easy

